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Corporate and Investment Banking is at a turning point. The pressure
to manage costs remains a constant, but the opportunities for banks
that can meet ever increasing client expectations with an agile
business offering are clear. A new operating model leveraging services
based on next generation technologies such as cloud and AI will
therefore be a key to success.
Combining our deep knowledge of capital market processes, industry
insights, technology experience and network of alliances, Accenture
Applied Technology and Operations for Markets can help our clients
achieve this success. It offers a broad range of capabilities in front to
back office technology and operations processing that clients can
choose from depending on their needs.

This solution empowers trading and treasury entities with such
services as trading platforms as a service, transaction processing
across all asset classes, regulatory reporting, Know Your
Customer and Anti-Money Laundering services and data
management.
Statement Tom Syrett:
In our vision for Capital Markets 2025, we explain how the rebund
of 2020 offers an opportunity for the industry to invest in new
technologies and ways of working. With this service, we help our
clients be ready for the market of tomorrow leveraging both those
new technologies and intelligent operations to bring agility and
future-proof their business for the years to come.
Accenture Applied Technology and Operations for Markets brings
together our leading position in providing front-to-back technology
platforms, our experience in offering processing capabilities at
scale, and our collective investments in cloud, DevOps, Applied
Intelligence and Data Analytics.
Accenture can help you focus on what differentiates you in the
market, whether you leverage our solution for specific business
functions, a technology renewal or your existing architecture.
Have we piqued your interest? Then please contact us.
www.accenture.com/ATOM
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